
I’ve heard of

Kubernetes

Congratulations, you now

have a solid foundation to


become a Kubernetes expert

Let’s start the hard way.

Do you know the difference


between Kapsule and Kosmos?

Ok then, how does

containerizing two simple


applications with

Docker sound?

Let’s go back a little bit

and refresh some

Docker concepts

Let’s read an

Introduction to Kubernetes 

Still unclear?

Let’s learn how to deploy

a containerized application


with Kubernetes Kapsule

Finally, check out how to

add a load balancer service


to your Scaleway

Kubernetes Kapsule

Go deeper with our

Kubernetes Concepts


Does it seem clearer now?

Ok maybe you should

try another Scaleway product


first and then come back

to Kubernetes a bit later. 

Have you heard about

Scaleway Instances?5

Now that you’re a budding

Kubernetes expert, how about

you start with connecting your


cluster with kubectl

Too soon? Maybe

you missed our


kubectl definition

Start with some Kubernetes

basics hands-on such as


creating a cluster, adding a

pool or a multi-cloud pool.


Easy? Let’s dive even deeper

Oh no! Ok let’s give it

one last try with an

Introduction video


to Kubernetes4

How do you feel now?

More? Ok let’s learn

how to deploy containerized


applications with the

Easy Deploy Feature

Try to deploy Odoo on a

Scaleway Kubernetes Kapsule


using the Easy-Deploy

Let’s learn how to create

and push a container image

to the Scaleway Container

Registry and how to use it


on Kubernetes Kapsule

NO

YES YES
NO

NO

Kube what now?

Simple enough

Easy peasy

I want more! I’m up for a challenge

YES

Still blurry

No thanks, I feel like I’m

getting ahead of myself

Oops, I need to spend

more time on this

No idea

YES

Yes! I’m starting to get

my head around this

YES

Nooooope

Slow but

steady

Here comes trouble

So far so good

Thriving

scaleway.com

Rockstar so far


